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• Flavour physics will let us see beyond the energy frontier, be it through a 
desert...

Flavour Physics
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• The question - as I understand it - is: What can be done after 2014? and: What 
needs to be done in 2014 and beyond?
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Strategy for this talk

• The question - as I understand it - is: What can be done after 2014? and: What 
needs to be done in 2014 and beyond?

• So much is clear: Flavour Physics will measure coupling constants and phases 
where “New Physics” and “old physics” interact. We’ll see beyond the energy 
frontier. It will provide essential input to model building.

• Because we expect nothing less than a revolution from the LHC, it is 
impossible to know the specific measurements that will be the most important 
in 2014. 

• To provide specific examples, we’ll look at “Hot Topics in CKM/CPV now”, 
make an educated guess where they could be in 2014, and evaluate whether a 
significant increase in statistical precision is likely to have high impact.
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• We have seen New Physics, fully understand the theory 
underlying it, and have measured all its fundamental parameters.

• When precision is limited by the precision of theory calculations. 
Improving fast through faster computers and cleverer algorithms.

• We need to identify theoretically clean measurements with high 
sensitivity and discriminating power for New Physics models.
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How Precise is Precise enough

• Estimated Lattice QCD precision on important flavour physics parameters 
(made 2006 - up-to-date numbers in Jonathan’s talk):
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!

Increase in computing power is very likely to lead to significant 

improvements in any quantity which can be calculated on the lattice

(table courtesy of V. Lubicz, Super-B IV Workshop)

In addition,  there will be a wealth of precise BR measurements against

which theorists can tune and test these and other calculations.

! Requirements on measurement precision will increase with time ! 

"#$%&'()*+,-%. /0%1,,'%'*2,%34/#%/#,0)$

1%1.5%4%Vcb-excl.

3%5%11%Vub excl.

1.5%2.5%5%"

2%4%13% fBs#BBs

2%4%11%Bk

2014

1 PFlop Yr

2010

40 TFlop Yr

Now

!

If indeed true, precision on indirect 

predictions of CKM angles will improve 

! indirect presently ~6o (UTFit). May 

well decrease by order of magnitudeV. Lubicz, Super-B IV Workshop (2006)
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Current Flavour Experiments

• BaBar & BELLE: ca 1.5 ab–1, 1.2M BB pairs. Far, far beyond anybody’s dreams in 
1999. Flagship measurement: sin(2β) - but achieved much more than that.

• CDF/D0: Not dedicated flavour experiments, yet a very successful ones. 
Flagship measurement: Bs mixing. Analysed only a fraction of their final data set.

• Charm: All of the above produce more charm than B - and together discovered 
charm mixing at 9 sigma.

• CLEO-c: Charm at threshold - D mesons with “special properties” - provides 
irreplaceable input to precision B physics, D mixing, decay constants, ...

• Kaons: NA48, KTeV, KLOE ... : ε, ε’, unitarity tests (|Vus|) at sub-per-mil level, rare 
decays.
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Data taking periods of future Flavour Experiments
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Super Flavour Factory / LHCb upgrade on one slide

• SFF: Based on the same principles as B-factories (e+ e- colliders), but much higher 
luminosity (~30-50 times combined BaBar+BELLE luminosity)

• Strengths: Clean environment, good at neutrals.

• Weaknesses: Fewer B mesons than LHCb upgrade. Only Bd, B± when running a ϒ(4S).  
Could run at ϒ(5S) to get Bs, but: smaller x- section, and insufficient time-resolution to resolve fast Bs oscillations.

• LHCb-upgrade: Uses, like LHCb, large b-x section at LHC. Higher luminosity (×10) and 
improved trigger (×2 efficiency for hadronic modes).

• Strength: Enormous event yields, b-hadrons of all types (Bd, Bs, Bc, baryons, etc). 
Excellent time resolution.

• Weaknesses: More background, no beam-constraints, not good at neutrals.
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Numbers & Assumptions

• 2014: Precision will be dominated by LHCb (except for modes that LHCb 
cannot do). Assume 10fb–1 of data by 2014.

• 2020: 

• LHCb-Upgrade: 10×LHCb for modes with leptons, 20×LHCb for hadronic 
modes. Statistics only.

• Super Flavour Factory: Based on SuperB CDR for 75 ab–1 (50× combined 
current B-factory). This in turn is based on scaling BaBar & BELLE numbers. 
Considers systematics, but usually assumes that they can be improved in 
line with statistics.
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CKM matrix
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!CP, B mesons in the SM

Quarks in Standard Model
u

b

c t

d s
• Width of the lines " transition

amplitude A.
• !CP in SM due to complex

phases in these amplitudes.
• Only A(b# u) " ei! and A(t#

d) " e$i" have large complex
phases. B decays involve both!

• B mesons are mesons with a b̄

(b) quark and one of the lighter
quarks (anti-quarks).

• For example:
Bd = (̄b, d), B̄d = (b, d̄)
Bs = (̄b, s), B̄s = (b, s̄)

• b quarks are heavy (% 5GeV %
He) and so are B mesons.

• B mesons live “long” (% 1ps).

• !CP is large in B mesons.

5

structure of the quark mixing matrix

u         c        t
d
s
b

!

"
1 ! !3e!i!

!! 1 !2

!3e!i" !!2 1

#

$

where λ=0.22

VCKM≈
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!!⎞⎛
ratio of Bd, Bs mixing 
frequency, Δmd/Δms

CP Violation

(semi) leptonic B 
decays

≡1

Unitarity Triangle
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Current constraints on the apex of the UT now
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Now & Next

• Now: CKM picture of quark mixing 
and CPV in the Standard Model 
impressively confirmed at a precision 
of ~10%.

• Next: Exploit CKM relationships to 
compare new-physics sensitive loop 
processes with SM-dominated tree 
processes. Hope for mis-matches.

• Higher precision will directly translate 
into increased New Physics reach (see 
Gino’s talk).
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Loops vs Trees

• Expect no New Physics in Trees

17

2 Roads to New Physics

Direct Observations Indirect e!ects

Particles with MC2 > E

cannot be produced di-
rectly...

E=MC
2

... but they can have an e!ect as virtual
particles, especially in loops.

s
dd

b

_
s
_

s
_
s

KB

!

4

The Bs system

Analogy between two 2-state
systems: Light-polarisation
and Bs mesons.

• Linear pol. ! Bs, B̄s.
• Circular pol. ! BH, BL.
• Only BH, BL have well-

defined (and di!erent)
masses and lifetimes.

Mixing Parameters
• "# " 1

!L
# 1

!H
= !H#!L

!H!L
.

• "m $ oscillation frequency.

• Theory: "# $"m.

• Expect to measure both for
1st time at Tevatron.

4

b c

u u

u

s

_ _

_

B+ D0
_

K+

• New Physics in loops?
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Loops vs Trees

• The co-incidence (?) that α≈90º gives two pairs of nearly de-coupled tree vs 
loop measurements.

18
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γ and Δm now

19

Δmd & Δms (loop)

γ from B±→DK± and similar
(tree, very clean)

γ
Currently: γ(direct)       =70º ± 30º, dominant error: statistics
                γ(from side) = 68º ±  4º, dominant error: Lattice QCD

γ  (tree)

B mixing: Δmd/Δms (loop)
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f(D)
1

DK
ir  eB

−

−

−

−

−γ(δ     )
B

DK
K
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Gronau, Wyler Phys.Lett.B265:172-176,1991, (GLW), Gronau, London Phys.Lett.B253:483-488,1991 (GLW) Atwood, Dunietz and Soni Phys.Rev.Lett. 
78 (1997) 3257-3260 (ADS) Giri, Grossman, Soffer and Zupan Phys.Rev. D68 (2003) 054018  Belle Collaboration Phys.Rev. D70 (2004) 072003

γ from B±→DK± in 2014

• Very clean, only proceeds via 
trees. Pioneered by B-
factories.

• Many different final states f(D) 
accessible at LHCb.

• Input from CLEO-c (later also 
BES-III) controls systematics 
associated to the D→f(D) part 
of the decay chain.

• Precision in 2014: σγ=2º-3º

b c

u u

u

s

_ _

_

B– D0

K–

b
c

u u

u

s
_ _

_

B–

D0

K–

–!
–

b c

u u

u

s

_ _

_

B– D0

K–

b
c

u u

u

s
_ _

_

B–

D0

K–

–!
–

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B265,172
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B265,172
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B253,483
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B253,483
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9612433
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9612433
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9612433
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9612433
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0303187
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0303187
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0406067
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0406067
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Progress on side

• Best experimental constraints from Bs and Bd mixing frequencies, Δmd and 
Δms. Known very precisely. Error on UT parameters dominated by LQCD, 
expect significant progress by 2014 (σξ from ~3% to 1.5%).

• Alternative constraints: B→ργ, B→K*γ. Currently, from this, σ(|Vtd|/|Vts|)~20% 
with similar theoretical and experimental error. Assuming improvements in 
theory, significant improvements could be made by SuperB and/or LHCb-
Upgrade.

• An independent, theoretically clean measurement is possible through K+→π+νν 
- not with the current 5 events, but NA62 set to increase this to ~100.

21

γ
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Side measurements using K+→π+νν

22

Current Constraints (5 events) Constraints with NA62’s 100 events:

(assuming current central values)
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γ and Δm projections for 2014

23

γ
2014: σγ(direct, tree)        ≈ 2º-3º
          σγ(from side, loop)  ≈ 1º-2º
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γ and Δm projections for 2014

24

γ

Or, if we are unlucky

2014: σγ(direct, tree)        ≈ 2º-3º
          σγ(from side, loop)  ≈ 1º-2º
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γ and Δm: Why we need sub-1º precision on γ

• We have a very precise measurement of the Bd and Bs mixing frequencies 
(<1%) - we could already be staring at NP in B mixing without seeing it.

• Our interpretation of these measurements is (and in 2014 still will be) limited by 
lattice and SM γ. Increased precision will directly translate into NP reach.

• Expect the lattice will do its bit: Expect precision for the indirect, loop-sensitive 
γ constraint from B-mixing < 1º. 
(Note to LQCD friends: to catch MFV, it would be nice not to have to rely on the ratio Δmd/Δms, only (which could 
remain unaffected), but relate Δmd and Δms separately to SM parameters)

• We experimentalists need to do ours: To exploit this for NP sensitivity, we need 
sub-1º level precision on γ.

25

2 Roads to New Physics

Direct Observations Indirect e!ects

Particles with MC2 > E

cannot be produced di-
rectly...

E=MC
2

... but they can have an e!ect as virtual
particles, especially in loops.

s
dd

b

_
s
_

s
_
s

KB

!

4

The Bs system

Analogy between two 2-state
systems: Light-polarisation
and Bs mesons.

• Linear pol. ! Bs, B̄s.
• Circular pol. ! BH, BL.
• Only BH, BL have well-

defined (and di!erent)
masses and lifetimes.

Mixing Parameters
• "# " 1

!L
# 1

!H
= !H#!L

!H!L
.

• "m $ oscillation frequency.

• Theory: "# $"m.

• Expect to measure both for
1st time at Tevatron.

4

M
!
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"
" (ytV !
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γ reach from theoretically clean tree modes

• Essentially no theory error. 

• Requires input from ψ(3770)→DD. CLEO-c data make significant impact. 
Those statistics will be increased by ×25  by BES III - or even ×100 should 
SuperB run at ψ(3770) for 1 months.

26

σ
Now

σ
2014

LHCb-
Upgrade/
SuperB

Bs→DsK

B+→DK+, B0→DK*

combination of various D 
decay modes*

~5º
1º/
-

12º(UTFit)

28º(CKM-Fitter)
2º-3º

<1º/
1º-2º

(starting from UTFit)

additional 
modes should 
reduce error 

further

Many leading 
systematics (e.g. 

detection 
asymmetries) 

measured in data.
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σ
Now

σ
2014

LHCb-
Upgrade/
SuperB

Bs→DsK

B+→DK+, B0→DK*

combination of various D 
decay modes*

~5º
1º/
-

12º(UTFit)

28º(CKM-Fitter)
2º-3º

<1º/
1º-2º

(starting from UTFit)

additional 
modes should 
reduce error 

further

Many leading 
systematics (e.g. 

detection 
asymmetries) 

measured in data.

Sub-1º γ is achievable, and highly 
desirable. It increases our sensitivity to NP 

in one of the places where it is most likely to 
show up, B meson mixing.
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|Vub| and β now

27

β

Vub: Tree (+QCD)
β: Loop
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|Vub|

• Inclusive:

• Exclusive:

• Leptonic:

28

Theory 
required to 

predict 
signal 
shape El 

2.31 GeV 2.64 GeV

b!c

b!u

Theory to predict form factor.

Theory input: Decay constant 
(~probability that u,b meet 

inside B meson).

!

"̄

ub

ū, d̄ ū, d̄
}Xu}B

!

Vub

5

!

"̄

ub

ū, d̄ ū, d̄

!

!0,+}}B Vub

5

|Vub| =
!
4.23 ± 0.15+0.30

!0.25

"
! 10!3

|Vub| =
!
4.34 ± 0.12+0.55

!0.37

"
! 10!3

|Vub| = (5.2 ± 0.5(exp) ± 0.05(theo))! 10!3

ū !

b "̄}B!
Vub

5
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• By 2014: No improvement of 
experimental errors from LHCb

• Inclusive will remain theory-limited.

• Exclusive: σLQCD~ 3% in 2014 = 
current experimental error. And 
lattice will continue to improve. 
Worth measuring at SuperB.

• B→τν: Theoretically clean - and 
currently a “hot topic”. Super-B 
could improve this dramatically 
(~2% error). Interesting sensitivity to 
NP (charged Higgs) - see Fergus’ 
talk.
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“Tension” between B→τν and sin 2β (now)

29

sin(2sin(2!!cccc) ) andand BB[B [B "" #$%&$#$%&$Tension Tension 
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$"
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&
'(
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)*+,-!.
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(95 % CL)

Measurements (1')
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What a Super-B factory + Lattice could do to |Vub|

30

Yellow areaF$GHE$IJ$74;$A495*+1: 7*8$D*80 )*+,-!AA.$6+: !$" #%B$/01

4;6+?1$:6)01: 6;16$*+:*A681) 801 %$' A4+7*:1+A1$31C13B

blue: |Vub| exclusive 
(Super-B + lattice)

green: B→τν 
(SuperB)
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• Current: sin2β = 0.655 ± 0.0244

• Interesting tension to CKM-constraints 
from other measurements:              
sin2βCKM = 0.817+0.026 -0.040

• LHCb 10/fb, 2014: σ(stat) ~ 0.01

• SuperB: σ ~ 0.005

• LHCb-Upgrade: σ(stat) ~  0.003 
(systematics biggest challenge - high 
importance of control channels such as  
Bs→J/ψ Ks. (see Eur. Phys. J. C 10 (1999) 299)

31
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VI. LIKELIHOOD FIT VALIDATION

We perform three tests to validate the fitting proce-
dure. The first of these tests consists of generating en-
sembles of simulated experiments from the probability
density function (PDF) and fitting each simulated exper-
iment. We determine that the fitted values of Sf and Cf

parameters are unbiased, and that the fit returns reason-
able estimates of the statistical uncertainties, by verifying
the distribution of the pull P on a parameter O, given by
P = (Ofit !Ogen)/!(Ofit), is consistent with a Gaussian
centered about zero with a width of one. The quantity
Ofit is the fitted value, with a fitted error of !(Ofit), and
Ogen is the generated value.

The second test involves fitting simulated signal events
that include the full BABAR detector simulation. For each
decay mode, we divide the signal MC sample to many
data-sized samples, fit them one by one, and then exam-
ine the distribution of the fitted results. We make sure
that the P distributions for these signal-only simulated
experiments are consistent with a Gaussian distribution
centered at zero with a width of one.

The third test is to perform null tests on control sam-
ples of neutral and charged B events where Sf and Cf

should be very small or zero. The parameters Sf and
Cf are consistent with zero for the charged B sample
of J/"K±, "(2S)K±, #c1K±, and J/"K!± final states.
For the neutral Bflav sample, we find that the Sf and
Cf parameters slightly deviate from zero at approxi-
mately twice the statistical uncertainty (see Table II).
The deviation of Sf from zero is consistent with the
directly measured CP asymmetry S " !2r sin(2$ +
%) cos(&) ! 0.04 [15] in B0 # D(!)±h" [16] due to in-
terference from doubly-CKM-suppressed decays, where
% = arg[!(VudV !

ub)/(VcdV !
cb)], & is the strong phase di!er-

ence between CKM-favored and doubly-CKM-suppressed
amplitudes, and r " 0.02 is the ratio of the two am-
plitudes. Considering this expected CP asymmetry in
the Bflav sample and systematic uncertainties (at " 1%
level), we conclude that our analysis is free of pathologi-
cal behaviors.

VII. RESULTS

The fit to the BCP and Bflav samples yields !'fSf =
0.687 ± 0.028 and Cf = 0.024 ± 0.020, where the errors
are statistical only. The correlation between these two
parameters is +0.1 %. We also performed the fit using
sin2$ and |(f | as fitted parameters, and found sin2$ =
0.687 ± 0.028 and |(f | = 0.977 ± 0.020. The correlation
between the fitted sin2$ and |(f | parameters is !0.14 %.
Figure 2 shows the "t distributions and asymmetries in
yields between events with B0 and B0 tags for the 'f =
!1 and 'f = +1 samples as a function of "t, overlaid
with the projection of the likelihood fit result. Figure 3
shows the time-dependent asymmetry between unmixed
and mixed events for hadronic B candidates with mES >
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FIG. 2: a) Number of !f = !1 candidates (J/" K0
S, "(2S)K0

S ,
#c1K0

S , and !cK0
S) in the signal region with a B0 tag (NB0)

and with a B0 tag (NB0), and b) the raw asymmetry,
(NB0 ! NB0)/(NB0 + NB0), as functions of !t; c) and d)
are the corresponding distributions for the !f = +1 mode
J/" K0

L. The solid (dashed) curves in (a) and (c) represent
the fit projections in !t for B0 (B0) tags. The shaded regions
represent the estimated background contributions to (a) and
(c). The curves in (b) and (d) are the fit projections of the
raw asymmetry between B0 tagged and B0 tagged events.

5.27 GeV/c2. We also perform a fit in which we allow
di!erent Sf and Cf values for each charmonium decay
mode, a fit to the J/"K0

S
()+)# +)0)0) mode, and a fit

to the J/"K0 (K0
S

+ K0
L
) sample. The results for some

of these studies are shown in Figure 4. We split the
data sample by run period and by tagging category. We
perform the CP measurements on control samples with
no expected CP asymmetry. The results of these fits are
summarized in Table II.

The dominant systematic uncertainties on Sf are sum-
marized in Tables III and IV. The dilution due to flavor
tagging can be di!erent between BCP and Bflav events.
We study this e!ect by comparing the results in large
samples of simulated BCP and Bflav events. The uncer-
tainties due to "t resolution functions for both signal
and background components are estimated by varying
the fixed parameters and by using alternative models. We
also vary the peaking background fractions based on esti-
mates derived from simulation, and vary the CP content
of the background over a wide range to estimate the e!ect
due to our limited knowledge of background properties.

Plots from BaBar

sin 2β from B→J/ψ KS (and similar)
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sin(2β) and b→s gluonic penguins

• Decays such as B→φKº decay solely 
via the b→s penguin (NP-sensitive!):

• In SM, the measured  sin2βeff should 
be the same as for J/ψKs, with small 
corrections (theory tends to predict 
slightly larger measured values)

• These results tend to come out low. 
Not significant, but suggestive.
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sin(2β) and b→s gluonic penguins

• In terms of today’s central 
values:                                
~1σ consistency (now)       
~2σ effect in 2014           
>10σ effect after LHCb 
upgrade/SuperB

• More channels accessible, 
esp. at SuperB, but usually 
(now) with larger theor. error. 
Could be reduced from better 
theory + control channels.

33

Channel
σ 

Now
σ 

2014

σ theor. 
(now) 

arXiv:
0802.3201

LHCb 
Upgrade 

(stat)/
SuperB

Bd→φKº 0.18 0.10 ~0.01 0.02/ 
0.02

Bd→η’Kº 0.07 0.07 ~0.01 0.01

Bd→KºKºKº 0.17 0.17 ~0.02 0.02

Bs→φφ ∞ 0.05 ~0.01 0.01

• Whether these hints are due to NP or not - this approach is sensitive to NP 
and we should look for it. Concentrate on theoretically cleanest channels.
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sin(2βeff) as model discriminator

34

Mass spectra of two popular SUSY models
quite similar - difficult to distinguish models
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sin(2βeff) as model discriminator

35

     = expected 
sensitivity at 

SuperBelle (50 ab–1) 
(similar at Super-B or 

LHCb-Upgrade)

particle/
sparticle mass 
spectra similar
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Nobel Mixing

36
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Nobel Mixing

• For neutral meson systems:

Mixing → CP violation → Nobel Prize  (~20 years)

36
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Nobel Mixing

• For neutral meson systems:
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Nobel Mixing

• For neutral meson systems:

Mixing → CP violation → Nobel Prize  (~20 years)
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Nobel Mixing

• For neutral meson systems:

Mixing → CP violation → Nobel Prize  (~20 years)

• For 2 out of 4 mixing meson systems, we only just 
got started:
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Nobel Mixing

• For neutral meson systems:

Mixing → CP violation → Nobel Prize  (~20 years)

• For 2 out of 4 mixing meson systems, we only just 
got started:

• Bs: Mixing discovered in 2006, no CPV, yet.
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Nobel Mixing

• For neutral meson systems:

Mixing → CP violation → Nobel Prize  (~20 years)

• For 2 out of 4 mixing meson systems, we only just 
got started:

• Bs: Mixing discovered in 2006, no CPV, yet.

• D0: Mixing discovered in 2007, no CPV, yet.
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Nobel Mixing

• For neutral meson systems:

Mixing → CP violation → Nobel Prize  (~20 years)

• For 2 out of 4 mixing meson systems, we only just 
got started:

• Bs: Mixing discovered in 2006, no CPV, yet.

• D0: Mixing discovered in 2007, no CPV, yet.

• In both systems, the prize is in finding non-SM 
CP violation (in the case of Dº, this is any CPV)
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Bs mixing and sin 2βS

• The BS system is characterised by 

• Δm - the mass difference between B-
mass eigenstates (~oscillation 
frequency)

• ΔΓ - the width (lifetime) difference 
between BH and BL

• ASL - CP violation in mixing, equivalent 
to ε in Kº system. 0 in SM

• sin2βs - the CKM phase that is the 
equivalent of sin2β in the Bd system. In 
the SM, βs ~0.
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2 Roads to New Physics

Direct Observations Indirect e!ects

Particles with MC2 > E

cannot be produced di-
rectly...

E=MC
2

... but they can have an e!ect as virtual
particles, especially in loops.

s
dd
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_
s
_

s
_
s

KB

!

4

The Bs system

Analogy between two 2-state
systems: Light-polarisation
and Bs mesons.

• Linear pol. ! Bs, B̄s.
• Circular pol. ! BH, BL.
• Only BH, BL have well-

defined (and di!erent)
masses and lifetimes.

Mixing Parameters
• "# " 1

!L
# 1

!H
= !H#!L

!H!L
.

• "m $ oscillation frequency.

• Theory: "# $"m.

• Expect to measure both for
1st time at Tevatron.
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M
!
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" (ytV !
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16!2M2
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+
cNP
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Bs mixing

• Δm is the only parameter from this list 
that has been measured precisely:

• To translate this amazingly precise result 
into a precision test of the SM, we need:

• A precise measurement of γ

• Precise LQCD calculations to 
interprete Δmd/Δms in terms of CKM 
parameters.
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FIG. 5: The B0
s -B̄0

s oscillation signal measured in five bins of proper decay time modulo the measured oscillation period
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We report the observation of B0
s -B̄0

s oscillations from a time-dependent measurement of the B0
s -B̄0

s

oscillation frequency !ms. Using a data sample of 1 fb!1 of pp̄ collisions at
!

s = 1.96 TeV col-
lected with the CDF II detector at the Fermilab Tevatron, we find signals of 5600 fully reconstructed
hadronic Bs decays, 3100 partially reconstructed hadronic Bs decays, and 61 500 partially recon-
structed semileptonic Bs decays. We measure the probability as a function of proper decay time that
the Bs decays with the same, or opposite, flavor as the flavor at production, and we find a signal for
B0

s -B̄0
s oscillations. The probability that random fluctuations could produce a comparable signal is

8" 10!8, which exceeds 5! significance. We measure !ms = 17.77 ± 0.10 (stat) ± 0.07 (syst) ps!1

and extract |Vtd/Vts| = 0.2060 ± 0.0007 (exp) +0.0081
!0.0060 (theor).

PACS numbers: 14.40.Nd, 12.15.Ff, 12.15.Hh, 13.20.He

Since the first observation of particle-antiparticle transformations in neutral B mesons in 1987 [1], the determination
of the B0

s -B̄0
s oscillation frequency !ms from a time-dependent measurement of B0

s -B̄0
s oscillations has been a major

objective of experimental particle physics [2]. This frequency can be used to extract the magnitude of Vts, one of the
nine elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [3]. Recently, we reported [4] the strongest evidence
to date of the direct observation of B0

s -B̄0
s oscillations. That analysis used 1 fb!1 of data collected with the CDF II

detector at the Fermilab Tevatron, and the probability that random fluctuations would produce a comparable signal

BS oscillations at CDF

!ms,!"s, A
s
SL, sin(2!s)
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Bs →J/ψφ at D∅ and CDF

39

!"s(meas) = !"SM
s cos !NP

s

sin(2"s)(meas) = sin(2"s ! !NP
s )

plots: 2009 - combined numbers: HFAG, 2008 (1/2 CDF data)
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Bs →J/ψφ in 2014 and beyond

• Current indirect SM constraints (now, CKM fitter):  βs = 0.0181 ± 0.0008

• Theory uncertainty in relating measurement to SM parameter negligible 
(“golden mode”). Sensitivity to New Physics high, and unexplored.

• Now: σ(TeV) ~ 0.3, result ca 2σ from SM.

• LHCb (10 fb–1): σ(stat) ~ 0.007   (SM at 2.5σ, current central value at 100σ)

• LHCb Upgrade (100 fb–1): σ(stat) ~ 0.002  (SM at 9σ)
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Charm’s many ways of increasing NP sensitivity:

• Charm results crucial for a high-precision measurement of 
CKM angle γ in B decays.

• Test LQCD through form factor / decay constant 
measurements - which is in turn input to B physics.

• Input to kaons: Precise |Vcd| measurement in charm 
needed to translate excellent precision on εK into precise 
UT constraints

• Mixing (recently discovered) and CP violation. CP violation 
in charm would be a clear signal of NP.

• Understanding properties of light meson resonances. 
Although this could become important input to high-precision Dalitz analyses to 
study otherwise inaccessible aspects of CP violation, we’ll skip it here.
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Charm

42

In 
publications 

07/08/09
On tape 2014 2020

“Normal” flavour-
specific D→Kπ 

(events seen, i.e. 
reconstructed, passed 

cuts)

(Super) B 
factories“Normal” flavour-

specific D→Kπ 
(events seen, i.e. 

reconstructed, passed 
cuts)

CDF

“Normal” flavour-
specific D→Kπ 

(events seen, i.e. 
reconstructed, passed 

cuts) (upgraded) 
LHCb

D→Kπ from 
ψ(3770)→DD

CLEO-c/
BES-IIID→Kπ from 

ψ(3770)→DD
Super B?

2.3M 4.3M 5.7M 200M

3M 12M 16M

500M 10G

150k150k 3.5M

running 1 month at ψ(3770)running 1 month at ψ(3770)running 1 month at ψ(3770) 20M

Most numbers estimated by naive scaling (esp for CDF, trigger efficiency could be an issue). Published numbers are: Babar: 
1.229 M for 384/fb in 2007. BELLE: 1.1M in 400/fb [Phys.Rev.Lett.98:211803,2007], CDF: 3.04 M in 1.5/fb CLEO: 50k in 281/fb
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Quantum correlated charm pairs at CLEO-c, BESIII

43
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Charm at Threshold

! high tagging efficiency:~22% of D’s
Compared to  ~0.1% of B’s at Y(4S)
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" Pure DD, no additional particles (ED = Ebeam)
" #(DD) = 6.4 nb  (Y(4S)->BB ~ 1 nb)
" Low multiplicity ~ 5-6 charged particles/event

e+e- #!(3770)#DD

CLEO-c DATA

 A little luminosity goes a long way: 
# events in 100 pb-1 @ charm factory 
with 2D’s reconstructed ~  
#  events in 500 fb-1 @ "(4S) 
with 2B’s reconstructed 

Increased statistics is NOT an advantage 
of threshold running. Cross section is 3x 
higher than 10 GeV but luminosity is more than 100x lower
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Quantum correlated charm pairs at CLEO-c, BESIII
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Quantum correlated charm pairs at CLEO-c, BESIII
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Quantum correlated charm pairs at CLEO-c, BESIII
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Charm at Threshold

! high tagging efficiency:~22% of D’s
Compared to  ~0.1% of B’s at Y(4S)
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" Pure DD, no additional particles (ED = Ebeam)
" #(DD) = 6.4 nb  (Y(4S)->BB ~ 1 nb)
" Low multiplicity ~ 5-6 charged particles/event

e+e- #!(3770)#DD

CLEO-c DATA

 A little luminosity goes a long way: 
# events in 100 pb-1 @ charm factory 
with 2D’s reconstructed ~  
#  events in 500 fb-1 @ "(4S) 
with 2B’s reconstructed 

Increased statistics is NOT an advantage 
of threshold running. Cross section is 3x 
higher than 10 GeV but luminosity is more than 100x lower

Two measurements for each point in Dalitz space: can 
extract magnitude AND phase. Replaces 7º model 

systematic in γ from B±→D(Ksππ)K± with < 2º stat. error.
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ψ(3770)→DD

44

CLEO-c
stat ⊕ sys

BES-III
stat

Super-B at 
ψ(3770), 1 
month, stat 

only

Input for...

σ(fD+)

σ(f(q2=0))

cos(δKpi)
phases of other 

channels

Coherence 
factor in K3π

further γ input

4.1% ⊕1.2% 1% 0.4% |Vub| (check LQCD)

5.3% ⊕ 0.7% 1% 0.5% |Vub|excl. (check LQCD)

0.24 ⊕ 0.06 0.06 0.03 D mixing, and γ
add channelsadd channelsadd channels D mixing, and γ

0.22 ⊕ 0.01 0.04 0.02 γ

increase precision, add channels.increase precision, add channels.increase precision, add channels. γ

Refernces: PhysRevD.78.012001
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Charm Mixing

• Parameters: x ~ Δm (mass difference), y ~ ΔΓ (width difference) between CP 
eigenstates of the Dº system.

45

BaBar, March 2007 Status now: Mixing established at >9σ, 
values of x, y within SM expectations.
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Charm mixing

• Mixing recently discovered (BaBar/BELLE/CDF). Need to turn evidence 
to precision. Systematics will be crucial for SuperB and LHCb-Upgrade.

46

BaBar(%) BELLE(%) CDF(%)
σ 

combined* 

LHCb
(2014)

stat only

SuperB/
LHCb 

Upgr.(stat)

(xcosδ)2

D→Kπ

ycosδ
D→Kπ

yCP 
D→KK

–0.02
±0.03(stat)
±0.02(sys)

0.02±0.02 0.01±0.04 1.5⋅10-4 6⋅10–5 3⋅10–5/
1⋅10–5

0.97
±0.44(stat)
±0.31(sys)

0.06±0.40 0.85±0.76 3⋅10–3 9⋅10–4 7⋅10–4/
2⋅10–4

1.0
±0.2(stat)
±0.2(sys)

0.2
±0.6(stat)
±0.8(sys)

3⋅10–3 4⋅10–4 5⋅10–4/
1⋅10–4

*) published values, corresponds to ca ½ of B-factory data, 1/5 of CDF data
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CPV in charm

• Unique window on FCNC affecting up-type quarks (all other mixing meson 
systems are made from down-type quarks). Quite possible that up-type quarks 
are affected by NP significantly different from down-type quarks.

• Precise SM prediction φCP-charm = 0 ± 10–3

• Potential for large NP enhancements

• Experimentally unexplored territory.

• My bet: Could be *the* hot topic in 2014 and beyond.
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c

cu

u

FCNC_ _
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CPV in charm: AΓ

• Measured as a lifetime asymmetry, 
detector effects cancel:

• Approaching SM sensitivity in 2014 
(~3σ for AΓ ~ 10–3).

• LHCb-Upgrade and SuperB will for 
the first time be able to make a 
significant measurement of CPV at 
SM level.
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A study of tagged D0
! hh! decays for D0–D0 mixing measurements Ref: LHCb-2007-049

Public Note Issue:
1 Introduction Date: April 30, 2008

analysis similar to that for which this LHCb selection is intended. With 4030 ± 90 WS D0 decays,
BaBar observed evidence for D0–D0 mixing at the level of 3.9 !, the most significant measurement
yet for D0–D0 mixing in WS decays [2, 6, 7, 8]. With the prodigious number of D mesons expected in
the LHC’s 14 TeV p–p collisions, LHCb will have a statistical reach well beyond that of any of these
previous measurements.
Some key formulae of D0–D0 mixing are outlined below for reference. The Particle Data Group’s
D0–D0 mixing review [9] and the references it cites fully describe the formalism for D0–D0 mixing.
In the absence of CP violation,D0–D0 mixing can be described by two parameters:

x =
m1 ! m2

!
=

"m

!
,

y =
!1 ! !2

2!
=

"!

2!
, (1)

where the indices label mass eigenstates and ! = (!1 + !2)/2. To second order in these parameters,
the time-dependent WS decay rate is

rWS(t) " e!!t

!

RD +
"

RDy"(!t) +
1

2
RM (!t)2

#

, (2)

where RD is the ratio of the DCS decay rate to the CF decay rate, RM = (x2 + y2)/2 = (x"2 + y"2)/2 is
the mixing rate, and x" and y" are rotated with respect to the parameters x and y by a strong phase ":

x" # x cos " + y sin ",

y" # y cos " ! x sin ". (3)

CP violation introduces additional parameters, but the signature seen in Equation 2—a quadratic
function of the proper time multiplied by an exponential function of the proper time—remains. Time-
dependentWSmixing analyses search for evidence of this signature and endeavor to measure x"2 and
y".
Evidence of mixing can also be searched for via another approach, where the lifetime of a CP-even
D meson, as reconstructed through the eigenstateK+K! or #+#!, is compared with that of a meson
reconstructed in a state of no definite CP via RSK!#+ decays. The parameter measured is yCP [1, 2]:

yCP =
$(D0 $ K!#+)

$(D0 $ K!K+)
! 1. (4)

yCP is related to y through the CP violation parameters % and AM : yCP = y cos% ! 1
2AM sin%. If CP is

conserved, AM = 0 and % = 0, and yCP is equivalent to y [10].
The measurement of lifetime $(D̄0 $ K+K!) is also important in the CP violation search, where
direct evidence for CP violation inD0 decays would come from a non-zero value of A!, where:

A! =
$(D̄0 $ K+K!) ! $(D0 $ K+K!)

$(D̄0 $ K+K!) + $(D0 $ K+K!)
. (5)

It is related to y and x through CP violation parameters % and AM : A! = 1
2AMy cos% ! x sin%. If CP

is conserved AM = 0 and % = 0, thus A! = 0. The SM predicts that CP violation in the D meson
system is very small, O(10!3) or smaller. However, CP violation can be enhanced up to O(10!2) in
well-motivated new physics theories [10].
The selection method described in this note was developed on a sample of simulated LHCb events
described in Section 2. The great size of the expected sample ofD0 decays available for charm physics
at LHCb is due in large part to a dedicated charm channel in the LHCb High Level Trigger (HLT), as
described in Section 3. Selection of WS decays is performed in two stages. First, candidate tagged WS
D0 decays are reconstructed as described in Section 4. This reconstruction favors D#+ mesons that
originate from B meson decays. Then, additional tracks originating from the parent B meson decay
are identified to improve the resolution of the D0 birth vertex, as described in Section 5. Section 6
details the expected yield and purity of the selection. Section 7 presents a toy Monte Carlo study of
LHCb’s expected sensitivity to the mixing parameters x"2 and y". Section 8 presents a toy Monte Carlo
study of LHCb’s expected sensitivity to the mixing parameter yCP and CP violation parameter A!.

page 4

BaBar: PhysRevD.78.011105 , BELLE: Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 211803 (2007). LHCb-2007-049  

-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6

 A
!
 (%)

World average  0.123 ! 0.248 %

BaBar 2007  0.260 ! 0.360 ! 0.080 %

Belle 2007  0.010 ! 0.300 ! 0.150 %

 HFAG-charm 

 Lepton-Photon 2007  

2014
now

Upgrade

AΓ (%)

BaBar  
BELLE 
(920/fb)

LHCb 
2014

LHCb-
Upgrade/
SuperB

D→KK

σAΓ

0.2 M 16 M 320M/
14M

25⋅10–4 3⋅10–4 0.7⋅10–4/ 
3⋅10–4

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.78.011105
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.78.011105
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?eprint=hep-ex/0703036
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?eprint=hep-ex/0703036
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Prospects for direct CPV

• Example: Dº→K+K–, SM expectation < 10–3

• BaBar 2008:  (+0.00 ± 0.34 ± 0.13)%   (386/fb, 66k events)

• BELLE 2008: (-0.43 ± 0.30 ± 0.11)%   (540/fb, 120k events)

• World average (HFAG): (+0.22 ± 0.37)%

• CDF has obtained its result of (+2.0 ± 1.2 ± 0.6)%  with only 2% of its 
current data set. CDF could beat world stat precision now.

• LHCb in 2014: σ(stat) = 0.03% in 10/fb

• LHCb Upgrade: σ(stat) = 0.01%

•  SuperB: σ(stat) = 0.02%

49

BELLE: Phys. Lett. B 670 (2008) 190

Dawn of precision 
era in charm CPV

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?eprint=arXiv:0807.0148
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?eprint=arXiv:0807.0148
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CP Violation in Charm

• From a slide by M. Neubert at FPCP 09 on the signature of RS-models with 
warped extra dimensions.
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(MD
12)

! = !D̄|H!C=2
e",RS |D"

= |MD
12| e2i!D

!50 0 50

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

"D !#"

#M 12D #
!ps!1 "

*Bauer et al., paper in preparation

Meson mixing: Neutral D mesons*

S1

maximal allowed SM effect 

with no significant CP phase  

• consistent with quark masses, 

CKM parameters, and 95% CL

limit |!K| ∈ [1.3, 3.3]·10!3 

• Very large effects possible in D !D mixing, including large CP violation. 

Prediction might be testable at LHCb
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Kaons

51

[11] and in the book [12] based on these lectures (1963) the importance of
experimental tests of CP was stressed, in particular search for KL ! 2!.

4 Search and discovery of K0
L

! !+!"

A special search at Dubna was carried out by E. Okonov and his group.
They have not found a single K0

L ! !+!! event among 600 decays of K0
L

into charged particles [13] (Anikina et al., JETP, 1962). At that stage the
search was terminated by administration of the Lab. The group was unlucky.

Approximately at the level 1/350 the e!ect was discovered by J.Christensen,
J.Cronin, V.Fitch and R.Turlay [14] at Brookhaven in 1964 in an experiment
the main goal of which was KL ! KS regeneration in matter.

Thus absolute CP-invariance was falsified.

5 “Mirror world”

Still the appeal of Landau’s idea of absolutely symmetric vacuum was so
strong that in 1965 Igor Kobzarev, Isaak Pomeranchuk and myself suggested
the hypothesis of a “mirror world” [15]. We assumed CPA invariance, where
A [from “Alice through the Looking Glass”] transforms our part of the La-
grangian into its mirror part.

Each of our particles has its mirror counterpart. The mirror particles
have between them the same electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions
as ours. In principle there might exist mirror nuclei, atoms, molecules, stars,
planets, galaxies, even mirror life. Whether they actually exist depends on
cosmological evolution.

The possibility of the existence of both “left protons”, pL, and “right
protons”, pR, had been discussed by T.D. Lee and C.N. Yang in two last
paragraphs of their famous article [2]. But they believed that pL and pR can
interact with the same pion and the same photon. We have proved that this
is impossible.

According to our original assumption, the only particles which belong
to both our and mirror worlds are gravitons. If there were two gravitons,
nothing would connect the two worlds and the idea of a mirror world would
have no physical consequences.

Why the graviton but not, say, a photon? As soon as you assume that the

3

[...]

• A historical note (from L. B. Okun: “Spacetime and vacuum as seen from 
Moscow”, Int.J.Mod.Phys. A17S1 (2002) 105-118):

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0112031
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0112031
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• Don’t give up once you’ve excluded New Physics at the few% level.
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• Don’t give up once you’ve excluded New Physics at the few% level.

• A glorious past is no impediment to a glorious future.
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• Don’t give up once you’ve excluded New Physics at the few% level.

• A glorious past is no impediment to a glorious future.

• Global symmetries are usually broken (C, P, CP,... MFV?)

Kaons
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Kaons: |Vus|

52

• Leptonic Kaon decays provide 
precision measurements of |Vus|

• Can be used to test unitarity:        

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 = 0.9999(5)(9)

• Ratio of |Vus| measured in μ vs e 
modes sensitive to charged Higgs 
mass:
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Kaons & the UT

53

• Interpreting Kaon results in 
terms of UT parameters often 
difficult because of large 
hadronic uncertainties.

• However, there are channels 
where these uncertainties 
essentially vanish:

K+→π+νν and Kº→πºνν

• These could provide clean, 
independent UT constraints in 
the foreseeable future (NA62 for 
charged, KOTO for neutral)
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Conclusions

• The interaction (or lack thereof) between the SM and the BSM sector is one 
of the defining and discriminating characteristics of New Physics models. 
This is the focus of CKM/CP violation measurements in the future.

• We have good reason to hope for evidence of NP at LHC(b) (e.g. large φs). To 
understand and test this NP, we need the next level of precision.

• The clean strategies exist that translate very high statistics measurements 
into precise, powerful constraints on SM/NP parameters. To exploit them will 
require the next generation of flavour physics experiments.

• This will decisively increase the NP reach in B sector. And beyond: CPV in 
charm -within reach at the next generation of heavy flavour experiments-  is 
uncharted territory (remember how B and K took off after its discovery). New, 
very clean precision measurements are possible at dedicated K experiments.
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Backup
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Comparing LHCb-Upgrade and SFF

56

LHCb-
Upgrade

SFF

γ

b→s penguins

|Vub|

Bs-mixing, φs

Charm mixing & CPV

α

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

× ✓

✓ ×

✓ o

✓ ✓

... for measurements discussed in this talk.

✓ = can deliver 
significant 
improvement 
relative to 2014

× = cannot

o = some 
improvement
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ΔACP(Kπ)

• Time-integrated CP asymmetry                  
ACP(B+→K+π0) =   5.0%±2.5%                   
ACP(B0→K+π-)  = -9.7%±1.2%

• In SM, would expect them to be similar.

• 4-th generation? (could also neatly 
accommodate large φs). A Soni  et al arXiv:0807.1971 
[hep-ph] (2008), WS Hou, Nagashima, Soddu, PRL’05

• Can be accommodated within uncertainties 
of hadronic effects: M. Ciuchini et al: 
Phys.Lett.B674:197-203,2009, M. Duraisamy,et al arXiv:0812.3162 [hep-ph] 

• Clarification might come from Bd→Ksπ0. Also 
Bs→K*K* and B→Kππ Dalitz plots probe 
similar physics. 
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alpha

• B→ππ, B→ρρ, and B→ρπ measure 2(β + γ), 
known as π-α. Bs→KK measures 2(βs + γ).

• All proceed via both, tree and loop (penguin) 
diagrams. To interpret the measurement we 
need to disentangle the two contributions.

• Many strategies exist. All combine several 
channels and rely on symmetries of the 
strong interaction (isospin, U-spin). Control 
channels to estimate breaking effects.

• Not as clean a way to extract β or γ, but 
important independent measurement, plus: 
Loop contributions sensitive to NP.
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1º

*) LHCb will improve the accuracy in ρρ 
by improving the precision on B→ρ0ρ0

!
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Littlest Higgs with T-parity in B, D and K observables:

59

Figure 7: r as a function of S!".

Figure 8: Br(KL ! !0""̄) as a function of S!".

Figure 9: Br(Bs ! µ+µ!)/Br(Bs ! µ+µ!)SM as a function of Br(K+ ! !+""̄).
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*Grossman and Nir, hep-ph/9701313; Bauer et al., paper in preparation

Rare K decays: Golden modes*

• Spectacular corrections in very clean K ! "## decays. Even Grossman-Nir 

bound, B(KL
 ! "0##) < 4.4 B(K+ ! "+##), can be saturated

S1

central value and 68% CL limit   

B(K+ ! "+##) = (17.3+11.5)·10!11 

• consistent with quark masses, 

CKM parameters, and 95% CL

limit |!K| ∈ [1.3, 3.3]·10!3 !
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K/pi puzzle, Bs mixing, and 4th generation

• Evidence for 4th family: Amarjit Soni (Brookhaven) , Ashutosh Kumar Alok (Tata 
Inst.) , Anjan Giri (Punjabi U.) , Rukmani Mohanta (Hyderabad U.) , Soumitra 
Nandi (Harish-Chandra Res. Inst.)  arXiv:0807.1971 [hep-ph] (2008)

• Can be accommodated within uncertainties of hadronic effects: M. Ciuchini 
(INFN, Rome3) , E. Franco (INFN, Rome) , G. Martinelli (INFN, Rome & Rome 
U.) , M. Pierini (CERN) , L. Silvestrini (INFN, Rome) . Nov 2008. Published in 
Phys.Lett.B674:197-203,2009.

• Murugeswaran Duraisamy, Alexander L. Kagan (Cincinnati U.) . Jan 2009. 
4pp.e-Print: arXiv:0812.3162 [hep-ph]
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K/pi puzzle

62
Nobel 2008 – B Factory to LHC                     George W.S. Hou (NTU)                           FPCP, June 1, 2009   55
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ASL & NP
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Figure 2-18. Left (right) plot shows the correlation between As
SL (Ad

SL) and
SJ/!" (SJ/!KS

) computed in the Littlest Higgs Model with T-parity (see text).
The shaded areas represent the present experimental constraints.

2.3.3 Time Dependent CP Asymmetries

Let us consider a Bs pair produced at the ! (5S) resonance, through a B!
sB

!
s state.

If one of the two Bs mesons decays into a CP eigenstate f and the other to a flavour-
tagging final state, the decay rates as a function of the proper time di!erence "t

can be written in terms of the parameter "f = q
p

Āf

Af
as [309]:

#Bs"f("t) = N e!|!t|/!(Bs)

4#(Bs)
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cosh(!"s!t
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2 )
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giving an untagged time-dependent decay rate of

#Bs"f("t) + #Bs"f("t) = N e#|!t|/#(Bs)

2#(Bs)
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cosh(
"#s"t

2
)! 2 Re ("f)

1 + |"f |2
sinh(

"#s"t

2
)
"

.

(2.34)
With the requirement

# +$

#$ #Bs"f("t) + #Bs"f("t)d("t) = 1, the normalization

factor N is fixed to 1 ! (!"s
2"s

)2. In this formulation, we have neglected e!ects due
to CP violation in mixing.

We have investigated the possibility of performing a similar time-dependent analysis
to that for the case of Bd " J/$K0 decays, despite the very fast Bs oscillations.
We performed a toy simulation to find the sensitivity to the time dependent CP
asymmetry in the decay Bs " J/$%, and found that in order to measure the CP
violation parameters it would be necessary to achieve a resolution &("t) < 0.11 ps,
which does not appear to be possible – improvements coming from new technology,
together with the possibility of adding a layer of silicon detectors close to the beam
pipe (see Section 4.4), can only reduce the resolution &("t) to # 0.4 ps with a
Lorentz boost of '( # 0.3.
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to CP violation in mixing.

We have investigated the possibility of performing a similar time-dependent analysis
to that for the case of Bd " J/$K0 decays, despite the very fast Bs oscillations.
We performed a toy simulation to find the sensitivity to the time dependent CP
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Let us consider a Bs pair produced at the ! (5S) resonance, through a B!
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If one of the two Bs mesons decays into a CP eigenstate f and the other to a flavour-
tagging final state, the decay rates as a function of the proper time di!erence "t
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With the requirement

# +$

#$ #Bs"f("t) + #Bs"f("t)d("t) = 1, the normalization

factor N is fixed to 1 ! (!"s
2"s

)2. In this formulation, we have neglected e!ects due
to CP violation in mixing.

We have investigated the possibility of performing a similar time-dependent analysis
to that for the case of Bd " J/$K0 decays, despite the very fast Bs oscillations.
We performed a toy simulation to find the sensitivity to the time dependent CP
asymmetry in the decay Bs " J/$%, and found that in order to measure the CP
violation parameters it would be necessary to achieve a resolution &("t) < 0.11 ps,
which does not appear to be possible – improvements coming from new technology,
together with the possibility of adding a layer of silicon detectors close to the beam
pipe (see Section 4.4), can only reduce the resolution &("t) to # 0.4 ps with a
Lorentz boost of '( # 0.3.
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Luminosity Prospect
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B->D(hh)K at CDF
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12 Part I – Introduction
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Figure 2: Constraints in the unitarity plane for the most relevant observables. The theoretical
parameters used correspond to some “standard” set chosen to reproduce compatibility between
the observables.

exhibiting small CP asymmetries. The UT (12) is sketched in Fig. 1 in the complex (!, ") plane,
where the apex is given by the following phase-convention independent definition, to all orders
in # [4],

! + i" ! "
VudV !

ub

VcdV !
cb

, (14)

of which the inverse reads to all orders5

! + i" =

#
1 " A2#4(! + i")#

1 " #2 [1 " A2#4(! + i")]
. (17)

Equation (17) is the definition used in CKMfitter. The sides Ru and Rt of the UT (the third
side being normalized to unity) read to all orders
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5Expanding Eq. (14) in ! gives [4]
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Bs →J/ψφ at D∅ and CDF
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Progress / Plan
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Progress / Plan
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BES-III time line

• First runs at reduced energy successful

• This year: Run at J/psi resonance, 
increase luminosity

• If that is stable, run through psi(3770) 
resonance after summer

• Running at psi(3770) starts most likely in 
2011 <ask Roy>
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Outline

Introduction

BEPCII Accelerator

BESIII Detector
  

First Physics Plots

Outlook & Conclusions

Commissioning  Milestones

Oct. 25-31, 2007: Accumulation of electron/positron beams

Nov. 18, 2007:     First e+e- collision without BESIII detector

March 2008:       Collisions @ 500 x 500 mA  !  1 x 1032 cm-2s-1

April 30, 2008:    Move BESIII to IP

July  18,  2008:    First event in BESIII

April 14, 2009:    BESIII finishes collecting 100M "(2S) events

May  14,  2009:   Luminosity  reaches 3 # 1032 cm-2s-1
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Bs→φφ

• In SM, phase from Bs mixing (2βs)...

• ...cancels exactly with the phase from 
the b->s penguin:

75

2 Roads to New Physics

Direct Observations Indirect e!ects

Particles with MC2 > E

cannot be produced di-
rectly...

E=MC
2

... but they can have an e!ect as virtual
particles, especially in loops.

s
dd

b

_
s
_

s
_
s

KB

!

4

The Bs system

Analogy between two 2-state
systems: Light-polarisation
and Bs mesons.

• Linear pol. ! Bs, B̄s.
• Circular pol. ! BH, BL.
• Only BH, BL have well-

defined (and di!erent)
masses and lifetimes.

Mixing Parameters
• "# " 1

!L
# 1

!H
= !H#!L

!H!L
.

• "m $ oscillation frequency.

• Theory: "# $"m.

• Expect to measure both for
1st time at Tevatron.

4

V*ts ∝ eiβs

V*ts ∝ eiβs

!"#$#"% &'()*+,-./0*123+1+4+- 5

!
"
6 !!

! Bs analogue of Bd"!K0,!# K0 etc

! Dependence on Vts in both the 
decay and Bs mixing amplitudes 
leads to the SM CPV being < 1% 
" for example M. Raidal, PRL 89, 

231803 (2002)

! P"VV decay requires full angular 
analysis to extract CP info

! Simulation studies with 
background and detector effects

" 2000(4000) events/fb-1 @ 
(upgraded) LHCb

" BSM phase sensitivity of 0.05 at 
current LHCb

" Upgraded LHCb sensitivity 
0.01 rad.

!
!

"

!
!

#

$

s

b

Bs

0

!
%
&
'

s

s

!
%
&
'

s

s

$
W

t

g

1==

=

!"#!"#
decay

*

*

mixing

*

*

tstb

tstb

tstb

tstb

SM

VV

VV

VV

VV

A

A

p

q

!!

!!

!!%

Vts ∝ e-iβs

-2 !

J/ KS"B

Bmixing phase

2βs φφ
-βs

βs

Phase difference = 2βs -βs - βs = 0

B
_

Clean measurement of NP in 
mixing and/or b→s penguins.

_
σ Now σ 2014

σ theor. 
(now)

LHCb 
Upgr.

Bs→φφ ∞ 0.05 0.01 0.01
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Observable SM Prediction MSSM Flavor Content

!mK ! (V !
csVcd)2 (!AB)12

" !Im(V !
tsVtd)Re(V !

csVcd) (!AB)12

"
!

/" !Im(V !
tsVtd) (!AB)12

b " s# ! VtbV !
ts (!AB)23

ACP (b " s#) ! $s(mb)
Vub
Vcb

m2
c

m2
b

(!AB)23

!mBd
! (V !

tdVtb)2 (!AB)13

!mBs ! (V !
tsVtb)2 (!AB)23

ACP (B " %KS) = sin 2& (!AB)13

ACP (B " 'KS) = sin 2& (!AB)23

Table 4: A partial list of flavor-violating observables in the quark sector and their
relation to SM and MSSM parameters. The !s are the mass insertion parameters for
the up- and down-type squark sectors, with AB denoting LL, LR, RL, or RR.

63
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Dalitz Plots for γ at Belle&BaBar

77

B! B+

B± ! (D0 ! Ks!
+!!)K±

Combined result (both experiments, 
several D decay modes)

BaBar: Phys.Rev.D78:034023,2008, BELLE: arXiv:0803.3375v1 [hep-ex]
CKMfitter: Eur. Phys. J. C41, 1-131 (2005) [hep-ph/0406184], http://ckmfitter.in2p3.fr 
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FIG. 1: !E and Mbc distributions for the B+ ! DK+ (top)
and B+ ! D!K+ (bottom) event samples. Points with er-
ror bars are the data, and the histogram is the result of a
MC simulation according to the fit result. The !E (Mbc)
distributions are shown here with a signal-region selection of
Mbc > 5.27 GeV/c2 (|!E| < 30 MeV) applied; this fit is
performed on the full region.

fit, we do not reject events based on these variables (as
in the previous analysis [9]), but rather use them in the
likelihood function to better separate signal and back-
ground events. This leads to a 7–8% improvement in the
expected statistical error.

The !E and Mbc distributions for B+ ! DK+ and
B+ ! D!K+ candidates are shown in Fig. 1. For the se-
lected events a two-dimensional unbinned maximum like-
lihood fit in the variables Mbc and !E is performed, with
the fractions of continuum, BB̄ and B± ! D(!)!± back-
grounds as free parameters, and their distributions fixed
from generic MC simulation. The resulting signal and
background density functions are used in the Dalitz plot
fit to obtain the event-by-event signal to background ra-
tio. The number of events in the signal box (Mbc > 5.27
GeV/c2, |!E| < 30 MeV, | cos "thr| < 0.8, F > "0.7) is
756. The (Mbc, !E) fit yields a continuum background
fraction of (17.9 ± 0.7)%, BB background fraction of
(7.3 ± 0.5)%, and a B± ! D!± background fraction
of (4.3 ± 0.3)% in the signal box.

To select B+ ! D!K+ events, in addition to the re-
quirements described above, we require that the mass
di"erence !M of neutral D! and D candidates satis-
fies 140 MeV/c2 < !M < 144 MeV/c2. The number of
events in the signal box is 149. The continuum back-
ground fraction is (5.7±0.7)%, the BB background frac-
tion is (7.6 ± 1.9)%, and B± ! D!!± background frac-
tion is (7.0 ± 1.3)%.
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FIG. 2: Dalitz distributions of D0 ! K0
S!+!" decays from

selected B± ! DK± (top) and B± ! D!K± (bottom) can-
didates, shown separately for B" (left) and B+ (right) tags.

The Dalitz distributions of D0 ! K0
S!+!" decay in

the signal box of B± ! DK± and B± ! D!K± pro-
cesses are shown in Fig. 2.

III. DETERMINATION OF THE D0
! K0

S!+!!

DECAY AMPLITUDE

As in our previous analysis [9], the D0 ! K0
S!+!"

decay amplitude is represented using the isobar model.
The list of resonances is also the same, the only dif-
ference being the free parameters (mass and width) of
the K!(892)± and #(770) states. A modified amplitude,
where the scalar !! component is described using the
K-matrix approach [18], is used in the estimation of the
systematic error.

The amplitude f for the D0 ! K0
S!+!" decay is de-

scribed by a coherent sum of N two-body decay ampli-
tudes and one non-resonant decay amplitude,

f(m2
+, m2

") =
N

!

j=1

aje
i!jAj(m

2
+, m2

") + aNRei!NR , (2)

where Aj(m2
+, m2

") is the matrix element, aj and $j

are the amplitude and phase of the matrix element,
respectively, of the j-th resonance, and aNR and $NR

are the amplitude and phase of the non-resonant com-
ponent. The description of the matrix elements fol-
lows Ref. [19]. We use a set of 18 two-body am-
plitudes. These include five Cabibbo-allowed am-
plitudes: K!(892)+!", K!(1410)+!", K!

0 (1430)+!",

B
E

LL
E

: a
rX

iv
:0

80
3.

33
75

v1
 [h

ep
-e

x]

! = 70o+27o

!29oCKM fitter:

UTFit: ! = 78o ± 12o

http://ckmfitter.in2p3.fr
http://ckmfitter.in2p3.fr
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ATLAS, CMS and LHCb for φs

78

3

ATLAS CMS

Selection cut B0
s ! µ+µ! bb̄ ! µ+µ!X Selection cut B0

s ! µ+µ! bb̄ ! µ+µ!X

Iatl
µµ > 0.9, Lxy > 0.5mm, Icms

µµ > 0.85,Lxy > 0.8mm

! < 0.017 rad, " = 0.04 " = 0.24 · 10!6 ! < 0.1 rad " = 0.019 " = 0.27 · 10!6

-70 MeV < !m <140 MeV |!m| < 100 MeV

Event yield 30 fb!1 17.1 ± 6 42+39
!30 18.3 ± 6.3 42+66

!42

Table I: Selection e"ciencies, ", and numbers of signal and background events for 30 fb!1. E"ciencies were calculated

after preselection criteria had been applied: pµ
T

> 6(4)GeV for the first and second muon (ATLAS), pµ
T

> 3GeV and

pµµ
T > 5GeV (CMS); 4 GeV < m(µµ) < 7.3 GeV (ATLAS) and 5 GeV < m(µµ) < 6 GeV (CMS). !m denotes a mass

di#erence m(µµ) " MBs. Variables Icms
µµ , Iatl

µµ of di-muon isolation, as well as the angle ! and the distance Lxy have been

defined in [1] and [7] for ATLAS and CMS respectively .

ATLAS CMS Statistical error on parameter ATLAS CMS

Signal statistics, 30 fb!1 2.4 · 105 3.3 · 105 #$s 0.067 0.049

Proper time resolution 0.083 ps 0.1 ps #!$s/!$s 13% 4.3%

B0
smass resolution 16.6 MeV 14 MeV #$s/$s 1% 0.29%

Background # 30% # 28% #A||/A|| 0.7% 1.0%

Tag quality using µ, e, jet-charge tags 3.9 3.9 #A"/A" 3% 0.8%

Table II: B0
s ! J/%$ " summary of performance; values taken from [4] and [5] for ATLAS and CMS respectively. Background

is dominated by B0
d ! J/%K0#, B0

d ! J/%K+&! decays.

2.6 · 105 B0
s ! J/!" events respectively. Simulation of the time dependent three-dimensional angular distribution of

the final state proved that both experiments can perform a model independent determination of "s and !"s, along

with the average width "s and some parameters of three helicity amplitudes of the decay. The factors determining

the sensitivity " the B0
s proper decay-time resolution, flavour tag quality, signal statistics and background "

are summarized in Table II. Under these assumptions the weak phase "s will be determined with a precision of

0.067 in ATLAS and 0.049 in CMS. Whilst these precisions are not enough to confirm the SM estimate of "s (-

0.0368 ± 0.0018), it could verify a possible enhancement from BSM contributions as predicted for instance in [10].

The expected precisions of other parameters are given in Table II. The strong phases of the helicity amplitudes have

been found to be highly correlated in the fits and it is thus supposed that these will be determined from the process

B0
d
! J/!K0!.

5. PROGRAMME FOR RARE EXCLUSIVE SEMILEPTONIC DECAYS

In the SM, the electroweak penguin decays b ! s(d)l+l" are only induced at the one-loop level, leading to small

branching fractions and thus a sensitivity to contributions from BSM. Problematic hadronic form-factor uncertainties

entering the calculations of branching ratios lead physicists to observables that are less una#ected by the uncertainties.

The most frequently used forward " backward asymmetry AFB is defined through the angle between the µ+ and

the B-hadron momenta in di-muon rest frame [11]. In ATLAS the shape of the AFB distribution as a function of

the di-muon mass is negligibly a#ected by applying di-muon triggers (Fig. 3). This feature will make the results

only weakly dependent on trigger acceptance calibrations [1]. A list of decays supported by ATLAS is given in Table

III together with the corresponding statistics after o$ine selections have reduced the background. The background

determination was limited by MC statistics and therefore only an upper limit is given. Sensitivity studies were

performed for each channel and in particular for %0
b

decay a precision of 6% on the AFB can be achieved after 30

fb"1, see Fig. 3. This will allow to distinguish the SM from one example of MSSM, calculated for %0
b
! µ+µ"%0 in

LHCb per year at L=1032 (∫Ldt =2/fb): 0.03

ATLAS, CMS (~3 years at L=1033, ∫Ldt =30/fb)

LHCb after 6/fb (3 nominal years):  0.017

LHCb after 10/fb (5 nominal years):  0.013
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γ reach from theoretically clean tree modes

• Essentially no theory error. Sub-degree precision is really sub-degree 
precision on SM parameters - and translates directly into NP reach.

• Requires input from ψ(3770)→DD. CLEO-c data make significant impact.

• Statistics in ψ(3770) will increase by ×25  (BES III) - or even ×100 should 
SuperB run at ψ(3770) for 1 months.

81

Now 2014 LHCb-
Upgrade/
SuperB

Bs→DsK

B+→D(Ksππ)K+

B+→D(hh)K+

27k 500k/
-

25k 500k/

280k 5.6M
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Jonathan’s Lattice Predictions

82

Summary: targeted precision

Quantity CKM Hadronic ME Error

fK/f! |Vus| fK/f! < 0.1%
K ! !l" |Vus| f+

K!
(0) < 0.1%

#K ImV2td BK 1%
D(s) ! l" |Vcd |, |Vcs| fD(s)

< 1%
B ! l" |Vub| fB 2%
!md |Vtd | fBd

!

BBd 2%
!md/!ms |Vtd/Vts| $ 0.8%
B ! D(!)l" |Vcb| FB"D(!)l" 0.5%
B ! !l" |Vub| f+

B!(q2) 3%
B ! [K(!), %][&, l+l#] |Vtd/Vts| T1 etc 4%

24/24
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ASL

• Measures CPV in mixing, i.e. the 
deviation from CP-eigenstate = 
mass eigenstates. Equivalent to 
εK, only in B-system.

• Current measurements

• SM: 

• LHCb (10/fb):   σ(stat) ~ 0.001   
LHCb (100/fb): σ(stat) ~ 0.0003        
(systematics challenging)      

• SuperB at ϒ(5S): σ ~0.004 - 0.006  

83

!"s(meas) = !"SM
s cos !NP

s

As
SL(meas) =

!"s

!ms
tan!NP

s

sin(2"s)(meas) = sin(2"s ! !NP
s )

5

D    2.8 fb

(a) (b)

with preliminary systematics
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FIG. 4: Adjusted two-dimensional profile likelihood as confidence contours of !J/!"
s and !"s for DØ’s published analysis using

2.8 fb!1 of data [3], but allowing strong phases, "i to float when systematic uncertainties are (a) not included, and (b) included.
(should these be labeled “preliminary”?) The Standard Model expectation is indicated by the black line.

III. APPLYING ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINTS

Other measurements can be used to supply additional constraints on !J/!"
s and !"s. Known relations between

these additional external parameters measured in the analyses considered and the values of 2"J/!"
s = !!J/!"

s and
!"s are used to calculate a predicted value of the parameter, xpred, for a given point in the likelihood scan. A
constraint is applied using a Gaussian penalty function expressing the agreement between xpred and its average value
xmeas, including its uncertainty. Three constraints are considered as listed below.

A. Flavor-Specific Semileptonic Asymmetry

Complementary measurements of the flavor-specific B0
s semileptonic asymmetry:

As
SL =

N(B̄0
s (t) " #+$#X) ! N(B0

s (t) " #!$̄#X)

N(B̄0
s (t) " #+$#X) + N(B0

s (t) " #!$̄#X)
=

|p/q|2s ! |q/p|2s
|p/q|2s + |q/p|2s

(9)

can provide additional information on the CP -violating phase through the relation [6]:

As
SL =

!"s

!ms
tan !s. (10)

This parameter has been measured in both inclusive and exclusive semileptonic decays. As shown in Fig. 5, the Heavy
Flavor Averaging Group (HFAG) has determined the world average of this quantity to be [7]:

As
SL = !0.0027 ± 0.0066, (11)

to be compared with the SM expectation of (0.0206 ± 0.0057) # 103 [1]. In the penalty function, the uncertainty on
!ms = 17.77 ± 0.12 ps!1 is taken into account by convoluting a Gaussian PDF with a width of 0.12 ps!1.

When this constraint to the world average value of As
SL is imposed, confidence contours as shown in Fig. 6 In this

combination the p-value at the Standard Model point is 24% (not taking into account the uncertainty on !"SM
s ). the

CP -violating asymmetry As
SL

B. Flavor-Specific B0
s Lifetime

Flavor-specific decays are those that have decay products that can be used to determine whether the meson decayed
as a B0

s or B̄0
s ), and will have equal fractions of BL and BH at time zero. Examples are the semileptonic B0

s " Ds#$ or

AdSL less “hot” at the moment, but with 
future hints of CPV in Bd mixing (from 

precision measurements at LHCb (upgrade) 
or SuperB), this could change quickly.

• In SM, equivalent quantity in Bd 
system 20 × larger 

• Current measurement (B-factories + 
CLEO): AdSL=−0.0047 ±  0.0046

• Super B could reach precision < 10–3

SM values from: A. Lenz, and U. Nierste, JHEP 06, 072 (2007), hep-ph/0612167

As
SL ! 10!5 Ad

SL ! 2 · 10!4
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ASL

• Measures CPV in mixing, i.e. the 
deviation from CP-eigenstate = 
mass eigenstates. Equivalent to 
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III. APPLYING ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINTS

Other measurements can be used to supply additional constraints on !J/!"
s and !"s. Known relations between

these additional external parameters measured in the analyses considered and the values of 2"J/!"
s = !!J/!"

s and
!"s are used to calculate a predicted value of the parameter, xpred, for a given point in the likelihood scan. A
constraint is applied using a Gaussian penalty function expressing the agreement between xpred and its average value
xmeas, including its uncertainty. Three constraints are considered as listed below.

A. Flavor-Specific Semileptonic Asymmetry

Complementary measurements of the flavor-specific B0
s semileptonic asymmetry:

As
SL =

N(B̄0
s (t) " #+$#X) ! N(B0

s (t) " #!$̄#X)

N(B̄0
s (t) " #+$#X) + N(B0

s (t) " #!$̄#X)
=

|p/q|2s ! |q/p|2s
|p/q|2s + |q/p|2s

(9)

can provide additional information on the CP -violating phase through the relation [6]:

As
SL =

!"s

!ms
tan !s. (10)

This parameter has been measured in both inclusive and exclusive semileptonic decays. As shown in Fig. 5, the Heavy
Flavor Averaging Group (HFAG) has determined the world average of this quantity to be [7]:

As
SL = !0.0027 ± 0.0066, (11)

to be compared with the SM expectation of (0.0206 ± 0.0057) # 103 [1]. In the penalty function, the uncertainty on
!ms = 17.77 ± 0.12 ps!1 is taken into account by convoluting a Gaussian PDF with a width of 0.12 ps!1.

When this constraint to the world average value of As
SL is imposed, confidence contours as shown in Fig. 6 In this

combination the p-value at the Standard Model point is 24% (not taking into account the uncertainty on !"SM
s ). the

CP -violating asymmetry As
SL

B. Flavor-Specific B0
s Lifetime

Flavor-specific decays are those that have decay products that can be used to determine whether the meson decayed
as a B0

s or B̄0
s ), and will have equal fractions of BL and BH at time zero. Examples are the semileptonic B0

s " Ds#$ or

AdSL less “hot” at the moment, but with 
future hints of CPV in Bd mixing (from 

precision measurements at LHCb (upgrade) 
or SuperB), this could change quickly.

• In SM, equivalent quantity in Bd 
system 20 × larger 

• Current measurement (B-factories + 
CLEO): AdSL=−0.0047 ±  0.0046

• Super B could reach precision < 10–3

SM values from: A. Lenz, and U. Nierste, JHEP 06, 072 (2007), hep-ph/0612167

As
SL ! 10!5 Ad

SL ! 2 · 10!4

Expect significant improvements. 

How much exactly is hard to guess -  

certainly systematics limited.
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NP Example: AsSL and φsNP in RS models

84*Blanke et al., arXiv:0809.1073; Bauer et al., paper in preparation

As
SL =

!(B̄s ! l+X)" !(Bs ! l!X)
!(B̄s ! l+X) + !(Bs ! l!X)

= Im
!

!s
12

Ms
12

"

• In RS model significant corrections to semileptonic CP asymmetry ASL  

and S!! = sin(2|"s| ! 2!Bs), consistent with |"K|, can arise

s

SM: ASL ! 2·10!5, S!! ! 0.04

• model-independent prediction

! s!

Meson mixing: Neutral Bs mesons*

!

!1.0 !0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
!150

!100

!50

0

50

100

150

S"#

A
S
L

s
!"A SLs

#SM
S1

• consistent with quark masses, 

CKM parameters, and 95% CL

limit |"K| ∈ [1.3, 3.3]·10!3 

1σ bound 
from 

Bs→J/ψφ

φsNP and ASL in RS 
model with Warped 
Extra Dimensions. 

Parameters 
constrained to fit 

current measurements 
(FCNC in K mixing etc)

From Neubert, FPCP 09, see Blanke et al., arXiv:
0809.1073; Bauer et al., paper in preparation
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• Arg(q/p) equivalent to 2β in B 
system (i.e. CPV in the 
interference between mixing and 
decay)

• 1-|p/q| equivalent to Asl or εK, 
CPV in mixing.

• Plot shows current constraints, 
and Super-KEKB (50 ab–1) 
superimposed.

• Expect LHCb/Upgrade to do very 
well, but no comparison plot, yet.

CP Violation in charm
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The New Physics phase φSNP

• All other parameters in this list are 
sensitive to the same NP phase φSNP.

• If NP contributes to Bs mixing, instead of

• we’d measure

86

!ms,!"s, A
s
SL, sin(2!s)

!"SM
s /"s ! 10%

As
SL ! 2 · 10!5

sin(2!s) ! 0.04

!"s(meas) = !"SM
s cos !NP

s

As
SL(meas) =

!"s

!ms
tan!NP

s

sin(2"s)(meas) = sin(2"s ! !NP
s )

!
! 0

Measured in 
Bs→J/ψφ
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Other experiments

• CDF/D0: Still has most of its flavour physics data to analyse, expect very 
interesting results over next couple of years, but by 2014 these will have been 
superseded by LHCb.

• ATLAS & CMS: Will make an important contribution in measurements such as 
Bs→μμ and Bs→J/ψφ, especially in the early running period. But by 2014 
LHCb precisions will completely dominate.

• PANDA: Can do charm physics, but cannot compete with LHCb in open charm 
(i.e. D mesons), neither does it aim to. PANDA focuses on  spectroscopy and 
QCD.

87
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Unique properties of ψ(3770)→DD

• Input for many different B±→DK± modes. Transforms otherwise 
limiting systematics into small statistical error in high-precision γ 
measurement. Need a measurement for each D decay mode.

• Invaluable input to charm mixing and CPV measurements.

• Unbeatable precision on charm form-factors as precision test of 
LQCD (essential for |Vub|), and/or |Vcd| for UT constraints from εK.

• Current values (CLEO-c) mostly statistics limited. Large number of 
important measurements, just one typical example:
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CLEO-c
stat ⊕ sys

BES-III
stat

Super-B at 
ψ(3770), 1 
month, stat

Important input 
for:

cos(δKpi) 0.24 ⊕ 0.06 0.06 0.03 D mixing and γ

Not clear this 
will be done, 
but would be 

very 
worthwhile.


